We present results of an extensive photometric search for planetary and low-luminosity object transits in the Galactic disk stars commencing the third phase of the Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment -OGLE-III. Photometric observations of three fields in the direction of the Galactic center (800 epochs per field) were collected on 32 nights during time interval of 45 days. Out of the total of 5 million stars monitored, about 52 000 Galactic disk stars with photometry better than 1.5% were analyzed for flat-bottomed eclipses with the depth smaller than 0.08 mag.
Introduction
In the past decade astronomers witnessed a breathtaking progress in the search for extrasolar planets. The discovery of mysterious planet-like objects around pulsar PSR B1257+12 (Wolszczan and Frail 1992) was followed by the detection The photometry alone cannot unambiguously distinguish between Jupiter size planets and other low-luminosity objects: brown dwarfs and late type M dwarfs, as all of them have the radii of the order of 0.1-0.2 R ⊙ (1-2 R Jup ). Thus, a spectroscopic follow-up and a measurement of the radial velocity amplitude of the stars is needed to determine the masses of transiting companions.
Although detection of planets via transits is certainly the most exciting possibility, detection of any other type of low-luminosity objects is also very important. There appears to exist so called "brown dwarf desert": absence of brown dwarfs with short period orbits around stars (cf. Tabachnik and Tremaine 2001, and references therein). The mass-radius relation for the lower main sequence is poorly known, and a serious discrepancy between the observations and models can be seen (Torres and Ribas 2001 , O'Brien, Bond and Sion 2001 , cf. Spruit 1982 , Spruit and Weiss 1986 , for a possible explanation). Summarizing, photometric detection of transits, combined with the spectroscopic follow-up, will provide valuable information about all three types of low luminosity stellar companions.
The Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE) is a long term observational program started almost a decade ago (Udalski et al. 1992, Udalski, Kubiak and Szymański 1997) with the initial goal of detection of microlensing events via photometric monitoring of millions of stars in the densest stellar regions of the sky. The OGLE survey turned out to be very successful in discovering not only hundreds of microlensing events but also providing huge amount of data on the variable (Udalski et al. 1999 ,Żebruń et al. 2001 , Woźniak et al. 2002 and non-variable (Udalski et al. 1998 , Udalski et al. 2000 stars in the Galactic bulge and Magellanic Clouds and contributing to many other fields.
At the beginning of 2001, the OGLE project underwent its second major hardware upgrade. A single chip 2048 × 2048 pixel CCD camera was replaced by the second generation eight chip 8192×8192 pixel CCD mosaic. Also the old data reduction pipeline was replaced with the new one based on image subtraction. The data flow of the survey increased by almost an order of magnitude, and the accuracy of photometry reached the millimagnitude level for the brightest stars.
The third phase of the OGLE survey, OGLE-III, started on June 12, 2001. For the first 45 days three fields located in the densest stellar regions in the direction of the Galactic center were monitored continuously up to 35 times per night, on a total of 32 nights, for detection of short time-scale stellar variability. These data are ideal to search for planetary transits; this was one of the goals of the campaign. Such a pilot search was undertaken to answer the question whether planetary transit detection is possible and the program is worth continuing in the next observing seasons.
In this paper we present results of the OGLE-III search for planetary and low-luminosity object transits in the photometric data collected during the 2001 campaign. We discovered 185 individual transit cases in 46 objects from about 52 000 Galactic disk stars for which the photometric accuracy was 1.5% or better. These transits may be due to "Jupiters", brown dwarfs or M dwarfs. The distinction will be possible when a spectroscopic follow-up will be done. The photometry of all OGLE-III stars with transits is available to the astronomical community from the OGLE Internet archive.
Observational Data
Observations presented in this paper started the third phase of the OGLE experiment, OGLE-III. They were collected with the 1.3-m Warsaw telescope at the Las Campanas Observatory, Chile, (operated by the Carnegie Institution of Washington) equipped with the new large field CCD mosaic camera, consisting of eight 2048 × 4096 pixel SITe ST002A detectors. More detailed description of the OGLE-III instrumental system will be presented in the forthcoming paper. Here, we only highlight the most important features of the OGLE-III second generation camera and data reduction system.
The pixel size of each of the detectors is 15 µm giving the 0.26 arcsec/pixel scale at the focus of the Warsaw telescope. The full field of view of the camera is about 35 × 35.5 arcmins. The reading of the entire array takes about 98 seconds and the size of single full frame is about 137 MB. The gain of each chip is adjusted to be about 1.3 e − /ADU with the readout noise from about 6 to 9 e − , depending on the chip. The well depth of chips reaches from 60000 e − to 80000 e − . Contrary to the OGLE-II instrumentation, where the vast majority of images were taken in the "driftscan" mode, the new camera only works in the classical "still-frame" mode.
The Almost all observations were made in the I-band filter. The exposure time of each image was set to 120 seconds. Altogether about 800 epochs were collected for each field during the 2001 season. Additionally, several V-band frames were also made to have color information for the observed objects. V-band images were exposed for 150 seconds. Because of extremely high stellar density of the observed fields the observations were carried out only during good seeing conditions and were suspended when the seeing exceeded 1.8 arcsec. The median seeing of the presented dataset is 1.2 arcsec.
Data Reduction
Similarly to the previous phases of the OGLE survey, data reduction in OGLE-III is supposed to be performed at the telescope in almost real time. However, during the 2001 campaign only the first part of the data reduction pipeline, namely the initial reduction like de-biasing and flat-fielding, was implemented. Photometric reductions of collected images were performed off-line, however, with the same pipeline which will be implemented on-line at the OGLE telescope in 2002 observing season.
The initial reduction procedures were based on the IRAF † CCDRED package routines and were performed automatically when the new frame arrived from the telescope. To make data handling easier, each chip of the mosaic was treated separately. Flat-fielded data, were compressed with the RICE algorithm and stored on a few hundred GB partition of the hard disk, and finally dumped to the HP Ultrium tape (about 200 GB of raw data per tape).
The photometric data reduction was based on the difference image analysis (DIA) method (Alard and Lupton 1998, Alard 2000) . The core of the system -image subtraction procedures were based on the implementation of this method by Woźniak (2000) , with many software modifications for better performance and stability. Contrary to the Woźniak (2000) approach (which in principle works off-line, well after all images of the field are collected, while presented data pipeline is designed to analyze photometry on-the-fly) photometry on the subtracted image is performed for all objects identified earlier in the reference image at the position of their centroids. Subtracted image is also analyzed for stars which apparently changed their brightness above the preassigned threshold, so that the on-line information on the current variability is obtained. Objects which cannot be cross-identified with reference image stars on the subtracted image are treated as new objects in the current frame (although this list may contain artifacts like small traces of non-perfectly removed cosmic-rays etc.). The threshold for detection of the current variability is by definition too high for triggering by very small amplitude variations like transits. However, full photometric information on the brightness of all objects in the image is preserved in the file with the photometry of all objects.
Next, these files are used to feed the final photometric databases. We use the same database software as during the previous stages of the OGLE project ) with minor modifications due to somewhat different data input format. Separate databases are created for each chip in a given field, thus the complete set for a field consists of eight databases of about 1 GB each in the case of the Galactic bulge data collected in 2001 season.
The main advantage of the DIA photometry over the classical PSF approach is a much higher accuracy. This is achieved due to two main reasons. First, variability is measured very precisely on an almost empty subtracted image. Secondly, a much better quality profile photometry for constant part of the flux can be obtained from the reference image which has much higher S/N than a single frame, as it is obtained by stacking several (more than 10 in our case) single images. A large number of stars in the observed fields assures a very good match between the reduced and reference images before the subtraction is done.
Woźniak (2000) noted a significantly better quality of photometry obtained with the DIA over the standard OGLE-II data reduction pipeline based on profile photometry. The comparison of the DIA results for OGLE-III frames indicates that the quality of OGLE-III data is even superior over the DIA OGLE-II photometry. This is certainly due to a better sampling (0.26 vs. 0.42 arcsec/pixel) and better quality of images obtained in the "still-frame" mode. For the brightest stars rms of photometric measurements from all, more than 800, epochs is at a few millimagnitudes level.
Observations in the 2001 season were focused on a detection of rapid variability, and no calibration images with standard stars were collected. Therefore it was not possible to tie directly the photometry to the standard system with a very high precision. However, to have a crude estimate of the zero point of our photometry we compared our instrumental magnitude scale with the well calibrated photometry of OGLE-II fields (Udalski et al. 2002, in preparation) . In many cases OGLE-II and OGLE-III fields overlap, hence a comparison was possible. If the object was observed during the OGLE-II phase we shifted OGLE-III magnitudes to fit OGLE-II calibrated values. In this case the zero point accuracy is better than 0.05 mag. If there was no OGLE-II/OGLE-III overlap then an average shift resulting from a comparison of other stars in the same field was applied. We believe that the zero point accuracy of our magnitude scale is about 0.1 mag in this case. It should be noted that although OGLE-II photometric measurements exist for large number of our transit objects, they are not suitable for search or even confirmation of transits because of much smaller number of observations, non-appropriate sampling (one observation per 1-3 days) and much worse photometric quality.
Astrometric solution for the observed fields was performed in identical manner as in the OGLE-II photometric maps case (Udalski et al. 1998) , i.e., by cross-identification of about 2000 brightest stars in each chip image with the Digitized Sky Survey images of the same part of the sky. Then the transformation between OGLE-III pixel grid and equatorial coordinates of the DSS (GSC) astrometric system was calculated. The systematic error of the latter can be up to about 0.7 arcsec, while the internal error of the transformation is about 0.2 arcsec.
Selection of Transit Candidates
A huge number of the observed stars requires a fully automatic method of selection of transit candidates for the work to be effective. We performed our search for transits as follows. The three observed fields contain more than 5 million stars, located both in the Galactic disk and in the Galactic bulge. Therefore, we first limited the sample to the stars located in the disk. To do this we observed our fields several times in the V-band. A preliminary reduction of these images was used to construct the photometric databases, similar to the main I-band databases. Next, we prepared the color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) of the observed fields. One of such diagrams is presented in Fig. 1 . For brighter stars the separation of the disk main sequence stars (forming a clear sequence in Fig. 1 ) from the Galactic bulge stars (red giant and subgiant stars) is clear. Hence, further analysis was restricted to the stars from the region limited by bold lines in Fig. 1 .
We further limited our sample to the stars with the standard deviation of all observed magnitudes ≤ 0.015 mag. To avoid contamination of the standard deviation by outlying observations we ran 5σ clipping filter on the data prior to the calculations of the standard deviation. We were left with about 52 000 stars in the three fields which passed our initial filtering.
In the next step all these objects were subjected to the transit finding procedure. We constructed an artificial error-less transit light curve with an amplitude of 0.015 mag and the total duration of 0.03 phase. Next, the observations of the analyzed star were folded with a trial period and cross-correlated with the artificial light curve. If the cross-correlation coefficient was larger than a preselected threshold the star was marked as a candidate. The procedure was repeated for trial periods in the range of 1-10 days with a step of 0.0001 · P .
After the initial tune-up of the cross-correlation coefficient threshold this algorithm worked very effectively. Practically all triggered cases turned out to be small amplitude eclipsing objects and the contamination by artifacts was minimal. The algorithm can easily be used to calibrate the efficiency of our detection procedure by running it on artificially prepared eclipsing light curves. This, however, has not been done yet. The algorithm is very sensitive even to single transit events during our observing run, as there is practically always a period (false, of course) which mimics a regular eclipsing light curve with some gaps in the observations. Such a light curve is easily detected by our search algorithm.
The final selection of candidates was done by careful visual inspection of the photometric data, both in the day scale and phased. We left on the main list of candidates only those stars which have a significant probability of being true transits. We do not present here a large number of small amplitude events caused by grazing eclipses (V-shape eclipses, often with some shift of the secondary eclipse phase) or somewhat deeper (> 0.1 mag) cases which occasionally passed our filters. However, one has to remember that a regular faint binary with a flat bottomed eclipse may blend with a much brighter star, to mimic a low amplitude transit. In our very dense stellar fields the probability of blending is non-negligible. Future spectroscopy will resolve this possible problem.
The final periods of our candidates were found by a careful examination of the eclipse light curve, by minimizing dispersion in the eclipse phases. For some objects only uncertain information on periodicity could be found, because only two or so, often incomplete eclipses were registered. When a small number of transits was registered we always adopted the shortest period consistent with our remaining data. The formal accuracy of the period is of the order of 2 · 10 −4 P . In a few cases we observed only one transit event so that nothing can be said at this stage about the periodicity of these object.
Results of 2001 Campaign
Forty six transit stars were found in the 2001 campaign data among 52 000 searched Galactic disk objects. The star entered the final list of transit objects when the amplitude of transit was smaller than 0.08 mag. With a completely dark transiting object such an amplitude still corresponds to 1.4 R Jup if the stellar radius is half the solar.
We present the results in the form of a catalog and atlas of light curves. Table 2 contains basic data for each star: abbreviation in the form OGLE-TR-NN, equatorial coordinates (J2000.0 epoch), orbital period, epoch of mid-eclipse, I-band magnitude and an approximate V − I color outside eclipse, the depth of eclipse, number of transits observed (N tr ), and remarks. OII acronym in the remarks column indicates that the object was observed in the OGLE-II phase. For these stars both -the mean I-band magnitude and V − I color from OGLE-II photometric maps were used to set the zero point of photometry, and both values are accurate to better than 0.05 mag. In the remaining cases the accuracy of the magnitude scale and V − I color is not better than 0.1 mag.
Light curves in the graphical form are presented in Appendix: full phased light curve and close up around the eclipse. Additionally we also print there a finding chart -60 × 60 arcsec subframe of the I-band template image centered on the star. North is up and East to the left in these images. For single transit stars, only the light curve around the transit and finding chart are presented.
Discussion
Results of our 2001 planetary and low-luminosity object transit campaign clearly indicate that the OGLE project reached photometric accuracy of millimagnitudes while observing millions of stars in the most crowded fields of the Galactic disk and bulge. Transit events with the depth as small as 10-20 millimagnitude can routinely be detected in the data collected by the OGLE-III hardware and processed by the OGLE-III software data pipeline. This opens up a new discovery channel of low-luminosity companions by photometric monitoring of millions of stars. We note that with the spectroscopic follow-up observations it will soon be possible to determine all basic parameters of these faint objects: planets, brown dwarfs or low-luminosity end of the main sequence stars.
A limited analysis is possible even now, without spectroscopic data. We estimate sizes of our transiting objects by modeling their light curves assuming a completely dark companion and using formulae provided by Sackett (1999) . These were numerically integrated at the appropriate phase points to produce model light curves.
We found a possible solution for each candidate with the known period by analyzing the χ 2 of the model fit {R s /a, R c /R s , i} to the observational data, where a is semiaxis of the orbit, R s -radius of the primary star, R c -radius of the low luminosity companion and i -inclination of the orbit. In all cases we assumed the limb darkening coefficient u = 0.5 (Al-Naimiy 1978). As expected, many fits of similar quality can be obtained for an entire class of parameters. This corresponds to the fact that very similar shape of the eclipse can be obtained by a small companion with orbital inclination i = 90
• or larger one with smaller i transiting on the disk of larger star. However, the ratio of radii remains almost constant. Thus, if the stellar radius were known, the size of the companion and the inclination angle i could be derived unambiguously. The semiaxis of the orbit can be calculated from the determined orbital period, assuming that the stellar mass M s = 1 M ⊙ . The colors of our transit stars indicate that these stars have spectral types similar to, or later than the Sun.
The smallest size of the star and its companion is obtained when the transit is central, i.e., for the inclination i = 90
• . Non-central passage (smaller i) requires a larger size of both, the star and its companion. Table 3 lists the minimum size of the transiting companion and the corresponding size of the star to provide a feeling about the expected size of the observed objects. It should be remembered that semiaxis of the orbit scales as M 1/3 , and therefore the same scaling is appropriate for the sizes of stars and companions listed in Table 3 . In the closeup windows in the Appendix we show model light curves for central transit (i = 90
• ) drawn with a continuous bold line.
T a b l e 3
Dimensions of stars and companions for central passage ( Table 3 indicates that the companions cover a large range of sizes of lowluminosity objects. Many of them are certainly faint M-type stars. In several cases (e.g., OGLE-TR-5, OGLE-TR-16), the light curves exhibit an ellipsoidal variation, indicating that the primary is tidally distorted, i.e., the companion mass is not very small. There are eight objects (OGLE-TR-8, OGLE-TR-10, OGLE-TR-12, OGLE-TR-29, OGLE-TR-32, OGLE-TR-35, OGLE-TR-39, OGLE-TR-40) with companion radii of the order of 1.5 R Jup or less, which implies that they may by planets, or brown dwarfs or low-luminosity stars. Note that the radius of the "hot Jupiter" orbiting and transiting HD 209458 is about 1.4 R Jup .
The most intriguing and exciting objects within this group are certainly OGLE-TR-40 and OGLE-TR-10. Three and four individual transits, respectively, were observed in these stars, so the orbital periods are sound. The radius estimates of the companions as given in Table 3 , 1.0 R Jup and 1.1 R Jup , respectively, are the smallest among our systems. Even if the transits were significantly non-central the radii of these objects would be smaller than 1.5 R Jup . These objects appear to be most similar to the "hot Jupiter" companion to HD 209458.
The spectroscopic follow-up will provide a simple and very important clarification. The radial velocity amplitude will provide an estimate of the companion mass accurate enough to determine its nature: a planet, a brown dwarf, or a low mass star. The spectrum of the primary will provide an estimate of its mass and luminosity, and a refinement of the companion mass. Finally, a very accurate future photometry may refine system parameters even more.
Note, that a detection of a brown dwarf companion on a short period orbit would be at least as interesting as a detection of Jupiter mass planet. There appears to be a "brown dwarf desert", with very few objects in the mass range 10 M Jup −100 M Jup (cf. Tabachnik and Tremaine 2001, and references therein). The spectroscopic follow-up of our 42 objects will either support or contradict the concept of the "desert".
There is a major problem with the mass -radius relation for lower main sequence stars, with the observed radii being 10-20% larger than model predictions (Torres and Ribas 2001, O'Brien, Bond and Sion 2001) . There is a plausible explanation in terms of long living huge star spots (Spruit 1982, Spruit and Weiss 1986) , but there are too few accurate radius determinations for a verification of that theory. The sample of eclipsing systems with lower main sequence secondaries will increase substantially as soon as the OGLE-III data will be searched for deeper eclipses than those presented in this paper.
In addition to 42 stars for which multiple transits were observed, we found four objects with low luminosity companions, but only one transit event detected in our data set. The lack of additional transits during our 2001 campaign indicates that the orbital periods of these objects are likely to be long.
The successful 2001 campaign proves that photometric detection of lowluminosity transiting objects is not only feasible but that transits can be routinely detected. Therefore it will be worthwhile to repeat similar observational campaigns in other directions of the Galactic disk. Such campaigns are planned in the coming seasons during the OGLE-III phase of our project.
